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Abstract. In recent years there has been increased use of POD modelling to 
complement, and as an alternative to, probability of detection (POD) trials. A 
number of such models have been developed in the ESR Technology’s, National 
NDT Centre (NNDTC) in the UK, at Iowa State University in the USA and at other 
institutions. Such models allow better planning of POD trials, can generate POD 
estimates in their own right, and enable the sensitivity to individual parameters to be 
assessed.  They are also a valuable training and set-up aid.  

Different methods are discussed that have evolved to take account of human error 
and environmental factors (HF) in the use of POD data from trials or model 
estimates. These methods are discussed in the context of the multi-parameter POD 
and human reliability model developed in the European-American Reliability 
Workshops.  Progress on validation of these methods is discussed. 

These approaches are discussed with a number of specific examples are given. 
These include: (i) use of empirical human factor data such as from the PISC III or 
PANI III trials; (ii) use of models and simulators developed for ESA and HOIS to 
carry out simulated POD trials (‘spot the flaw’); (iii) comparison of POD data from 
automated and manual inspections; and (iv) an axle simulator model which allows 
real crack indications to be added to A-scans from axles. 

A number of examples will be given utilising probability of detection (POD) and 
NDT simulation models that ESR Technology originally developed for the 
European Space Industry. These have recently been developed and customised for 
the offshore oil and gas industry through the HOIS joint industry project and also for 
railway axle inspection. The models have covered ultrasonics, radiography and other 
methods using a modular approach that can take inputs for signal, background noise 
and detection criteria from models or experimental data; reproducing what is done in 
practice.  A feature of the models is that they produce simulated data, so the 
theoretical estimates can be compared with POD estimates in simulated trials for 
decision and analysis using the 'spot the flaw' method, providing insight on human 
reliability issues related to interpretation of data. Input data can be included 
representative of commercially available NDT equipment. 

In some areas such as railway axle inspection or turbine blade inspection inspectors 
rarely see a defect, and defects can be missed because of the unfamiliarity with how 
these appear against background geometric echoes.   Such models or simulations 
allow signals from real defects to be included, allow human factors to be considered,  
and assist inspectors in understanding how real cracks may appear in inspection data 
compared with the reference reflectors that are often used in reference and 
calibration samples.  

4th European-American Workshop on Reliability of NDE  - Th.5.A.4
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1. Introduction 

Probability of detection (POD) has become widely accepted as a measure of inspection 
reliability and is commonly used in integrity and risk-based plant condition assessments[1]. 

The percentage detection probability for each flaw size is plotted graphically as a 
POD curve, plotting POD against a defect size parameter. POD curves are generated either 
through practical trials, expert elicitation or by modelling.  Practical trials involve the 
analysis of a statistically significant number of operator/flaw interactions covering a range 
of flaw sizes.   

The POD achieved in practice in industrial trials is often much lower than would be 
expected given the intrinsic capability of the NDT techniques.  This is particularly true for 
manual methods such as manual ultrasonics, where POD values of the order of ~50% have 
been encountered.  

Trials such as PISC III [1]and NIL [3]and PANI 1-3 [3][5] have demonstrated that 
human error factors have a significant impact on the reliability of NDT and these will have 
the effect of lowering the overall curve.  The NIL study showed a drop in the plateau from 
above 80% for a fully automated UT weld inspection procedure to 50% for the same 
procedure applied manually.  

From a human factor perspective it is useful to differentiate between NDT 
techniques involving hand-to-eye coordination, such as manual UT, and methods relying on 
image interpretation such as radiography and automated ultrasonics. To simultaneously 
move a probe on a surface,   whilst ensuring coupling, and observing data in real time on a 
screen is intrinsically a more difficult process than simply interpreting a data set. 

Automated NDT methods are generally found in POD trials to be more reliable than 
manual methods . There is still scope for human error, for example in set-up, sensitivity 
setting, initial calibration of the equipment, coupling conditions and interpretation of data. 

To improve reliability, we need to understand the factors that can reduce reliability. 
The European-American model for reliability, developed in previous workshops [1] 
provides a useful framework for considering these factors. This recognises that an NDT 
method has a certain intrinsic capability (IC) which can be reduced due to application 
related parameters (AP) or human and environmental factors (HF). In the 3rd European-
American reliability workshop this was expressed as follows 

R = f(IC,AP,HF)  (1) 

POD models do not normally include human error, but are valuable in 
understanding the intrinsic capability (IC) and application factors (AP). This has been 
discussed in a separate paper by the same authors at this conference [7]. POD trials seek to 
varying extents to represent actual inspection conditions.  However for reasons we discuss 
in Section 2 below, reliability in site conditions is often less than might be expected from 
trials. We term this the’site factor’. 

In using POD data in plant condition and risk-based assessments it is clearly 
important that we take account of human and environmental factors (HF) that might impact 
on inspection reliability.  

This paper illustrates through a series of examples a number of approaches that have 
been, or could be, used to allow for these human factors (HF) when using POD data derived 
from models, trials, or experiments. Section 2 details some of these factors relevant to trials 
and site conditions. An example of a model is given in Section 3.  The available approaches 
are summarised in Section 4, with examples of application in following Sections.  Finally 
the benefits of repeat and multiple inspections are considered as well as potential 
improvements in inspection practice that may improve inspection reliability and reduce the 
scope for human error. 
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2. Site versus Trial Conditions 

It is a natural tendency to assume that all flaws equal to or exceeding the 
dimensions of a widely accepted minimum detectable flaw size will be detected with 100% 
confidence at all times, i.e. a detection threshold.  This is particularly prevalent amongst 
non-NDT staff, even those with high levels of engineering qualification.  In an ideal world 
100% reliability would be the case, but in real life there is a lower probability of detecting a 
flaw the closer it is to the lower limit of detection, and the POD increases with flaw size up 
to a given size where a plateau is reached.  This follows common sense and has been 
demonstrated through numerous practical trials.  See previous references. 

 Why does the curve never reach 100%?  Good question.  No inspection is 
ever 100% infallible.  There will always be room for error and in the case of an internal 
visual vessel inspection this might include for example, inaccessible regions due to vessel 
internals, inadequate cleaning or poor lighting conditions.  Other causes could be more 
human in nature such as the inspector having forgotten or lost his or her reading glasses, 
lack of concentration, having ‘missed a bit’ (who hasn’t done this when painting or 
washing the car?), loss of inspection records or even getting vessel identification details 
mixed up.  Extrapolating this to other inspections, there may also be technical reasons why 
a particular NDT technique may be incapable of detecting a particular type or location of 
flaw. The images in Figure 1 below of environments experienced in site conditions and 
trials illustrate the scope for human error and differences that could occur between site 
inspections and trials. 

(a)                                                                                  (b) 

(c) 

Figure 1  Example of environments experienced in POD trials and field situations: (a) difficult 
manual UT inspection ; (b) ultrasonic phased array inspection of turbine blades                                   
(c) POD trial on airframes Sandia National Labs USA  
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Trials such as PISC III [2],  NIL [3] and PANI [4][5]  have demonstrated that 
human error factors have a significant impact on the reliability of NDT and these will have 
the effect of lowering the overall curve; as was found in the NIL study with a drop in the 
POD  from above 80% for a fully automated UT weld inspection procedure to ~50% for the 
same procedure applied manually. 

It needs to be taken into account that trials are generally carried out on clear-cut 
specimens containing distinctive flaws under laboratory conditions where everyone is 
aware they are under scrutiny.  In real life inspections are not carried out like this.  There is 
often no immediate supervision, control or checking of anyone’s work.  Inspectors could be 
under pressure to complete their work, working conditions can be very poor and boredom 
can play a huge factor in the integrity of inspections carried out.  Inspectors may have 
worked for many years without supervision or cross-checking and excessive pressures on 
productivity and the cost of inspection are the norm rather than the exception.  These can 
all have detrimental effects.   

Some parametric studies have evaluated the effects of poor scanning techniques,  
length of shift, shift patterns, effect of certification levels, etc, but none of them take into 
account the realistic difference between a polished, scrubbed up senior technician 
participating in an international laboratory based round robin exercise where the entire 
NDT world scrutinises the results compared to a possibly disgruntled, underpaid, tired UT 
operator working under dirty conditions, possibly in an extremely hot, cold or windy 
environment for year after year.   

The PISC III human reliability studies [2] addressed some of the factors described 
above by simulating a nuclear power station environment involving an ambient temperature 
of 27ºC, humidity in the region of 40% to 50% and a background noise level of 80dB.  It 
should be noted that the samples used were ground flush and mounted in frames.  
Nevertheless, the report states “Working long shifts in an environment typical of industrial 
practice, can cause tiredness and de-motivation for some inspectors, and these factors can 
have a profound effect on human reliability”.  The work carried out in this study provides a 
valuable measure of the effect on inspection reliability for a given set of environmental 
conditions.  This supports the need for judgemental assessments of the differences in effects 
of variations in environmental conditions; such as working on a refinery shutdown in dirty 
conditions with poorly prepared test surfaces in a night shift in the middle of winter, with 
an absence of supervision or surveillance.   
 On occasions in practice, inexperienced or poorly trained operators are used.  
Everyone has to start somewhere! Admittedly, some trials have simulated certain aspects of 
site conditions by placing samples high up, low down or at awkward angles, but none of 
this can realistically compensate for the ‘site factor’. 
 The limitation of trials is that they are costly to set up and are time consuming.  It 
would be impractical to perform trials covering every inspection situation.  Alternative 
approaches to the derivation of POD curves are expert panels and modelling.   

3. Example of a Probability of Detection (POD) Model 

Organisations including ESR Technology NNDTC  [7][8] [10][11][14],  IOWA State 
University [9]and others [12][13] have developed models to theoretically derive POD 
curves. These references give descriptions of the excellent work carried out to calculate the 
theoretical probability of being able to detect a given flaw.  Theoretical models tend to start 
with a flaw specification and use mathematical principles based on the resolution of 
measurement, number and direction of beam angles deployed, sensitivity levels used, 
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number of interactions, etc, to generate a probabilistic distribution of the ability of a 
technique to detect the defined flaw(s). Models provide a good understanding of intrinsic 
capability (IC) and can also include application related parameters (AP). Where a modular 
approach is adopted as in the NNDTC models [7] and others [12] then experimental 
information such as measured noise distributions for commercial NDT equipment may be 
included. 

The use of modelling very effectively addresses the issue of whether the underlying 
technique is fit for purpose as it starts with a detailed flaw description and systematically 
evaluates the detectability of that flaw using the chosen procedure.  This effectively 
overcomes the potential pitfall of application of code-compliant, construction based 
procedures.  The authors recognise the importance of human error or variables of 
interpretation, and suggest that corrections should be made to account for this, but limited 
information is provided in the literature [14] of the specific impact of human error on 
model derived POD curves and how to allow for this.

An example of the output from a modern windows-based POD model for computed 
radiography [11] is shown below in Figure 2. In the user interface, shown left, the user can 
set up the model and enter details on the components and types, sizes, location and aspect 
ratio of defects. Simulated radiographs are generated automatically, as shown in Figure 2, 
and a physical model applies detection criteria to estimate the POD curve, shown here 
compared with experimental hit/miss data. Such models are very valuable in understanding 
parametric variations and extending the application of POD data to new applications 
(‘model-assisted’ POD) 

Figure 2 Example of a probability of detection POD model. ESR Technology model for 
computed radiography showing user interface and simulated radiograph and resulting POD 
curve [11] 
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4. Allowing for Human Factors (HF) in POD estimates 

It is not currently possible to model human reliability, nor is this considered likely in the 
short term. Therefore it is necessary to use empirical data or data from simulations or 
models to allow for human factors. 
The following approaches are considered in this paper: 
• Use of human reliability data (PISC III, PANI etc.,  Wall et al, ECNDT7 [14]) 
• Monte-Carlo modelling approaches 
• Use of simulators, ‘spot the flaw’ [8][10][11]  
• Interpretation of data with geometric signals (rail axle UT) 
• Use of NIL trial data   ( Lilley, ECNDT 2006 [1]) 
• Expert panel approach [1]  

Similar approaches may be applied to model or trial data.  In the case of POD trial 
data this may already include some human factors (HF) so it is important to concentrate on 
the differences. 

5. Example 1  - Use of Human Reliability Trial Data (PISC III, PANI) 

There is a wealth of empirical information in major human reliability in NDT trials 
including PISC III [2] and PANI [4][5]. Factors considered included manual ultrasonic 
inspection, calibration errors, coupling, environment, shift time and operator qualifications 
and experience. These trials primarily relate to manual ultrasonic inspection though other 
NDT methods were included. 

Empirical rules have developed to use such data to estimate the effect of human and 
environmental effects on inspection reliability. These can include effects of shift pattern 
and operator variability (PISC III). In this context it is important to distinguish NDT 
inspections that use hand-to-eye coordination and those relying on interpretation of images. 
The former potentially has a higher potential for human error [14].       

As an example, Figure 3 shows flaw detection data for different operators from 
PISC III analysed by Wedgwood [14].  Flaw detection frequency (fdf) is plotted as the ratio 
of signal strength i over threshold setting used io.. The different coloured datasets (M-S) all 
relate to different operators. 

The data was all obtained using a sophisticated NDT simulator PCSimone in which 
operators move the UT probe over a plate surface and had the potential to see signals from 
all the defects. Therefore the misses relate to human error and the curve shown provides a 
measure of the POD curve for human reliability in the trials. An interesting but not 
unexpected feature is that human error was found to be worse for small defects. The PISC 
III data shows that human error increases significantly for sensitive inspections where the 
defect signal is close to threshold (~50% at i /io of one) but becomes less for larger defects. 

Average and lower bound curves fitted through this data were used by Wall and 
Wedgwood [ECNDT7 [14]] as a transfer function to adjust model and experimental POD 
curves for human reliability: 

PODActual = PODIntrinsic * HF                    (2)

Where HF  is a factor of human error and environment. In this case the adjustment 
was made to the POD curve itself normalising i/io = 1 to the 50% POD point on the original 
POD curve. 

Figure 4 shows the Nordtest U20 data [15] for fatigue crack detection corrected for 
human reliability in this way using the average curve through the Figure 3 PISC III data.  
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An empirical correction to give a POD curve for SCC cracks is also shown derived as 
described in Reference [7]. 

Figure 3    Human reliability trial data (PISC III) showing operator variability for manual 
ultrasonic inspection. The flaw detection frequency is plotted against the ratio of signal to 
threshold (I/Io). The data sets shown colour coded M to S represent different operators. 
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Figure 4   Example of POD trial curve for detection of cracking using UT pulse-echo 
inspection Nordtest U20 curve, corrected for human reliability. Correction also shown for 
intergranular SCC cracking compared to fatigue from Reference [7].
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6. Monte Carlo methods 

The speed of modern computers makes use of ‘Monte Carlo’ methods an attractive option, 
and they are finding increasing use in POD assessment [9]. In this method variables can 
take random values between limits and the calculation is run many times. The authors are 
aware of this being used to examine application related parameters (AP) but not to allow 
for human errors.  Intrinsically, the method could be used for human factors such as 
calibration errors, operator experience etc. using empirical signal data. Indeed it may be 
necessary to do so if the confidence bounds in the model POD values are to properly 
represent those that occur in practice. 

7. Example 2 - Use of Models and Simulators (‘Spot the Flaw’) 

There is a prior history in PISC III [2] of using simulators to understand human and 
environmental factors. Models provide insight on application related parameters (AP). The 
PISC III study showed that simulators can provide insight on human errors (HF) in the 
inspection itself and interpretation of data.  Simulation methods are particularly useful for 
image based NDE methods where they can help understand errors in distinguishing defects 
(for example from geometric echoes in ultrasonic inspection of complex geometries) 

A method that has been used in models developed by ESR Technology NNDTC is 
the so-called ‘Spot the flaw’method. Examples include the ESA POD models [8], and the 
HOIS POD Generators for UT and CR radiography [10][11]).  

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the examples of the user interface and ‘spot the flaw’ 
assessment of the data by the UT corrosion mapping model. The model produces simulated 
data. Trials are carried out bringing simulated data in front of inspectors on the computer 
screen to test their interpretative skills. The trial coordinator can include random numbers, 
size and types of defects in the image (Figure 5). The location of defects can also be set to 
be within certain limits, useful if particular geometric features are of interest. 

Figure 5  Example of user interface for ESR technology POD model for ultrasonic corrosion 
mapping.  
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The user can define the number, maximum wall loss, aspect ratio and location of 
defects for the simulated ultrasonic C-scans [9]. The images are presented to the inspector 
in real time as NDT data.  

The inspector(s) assess data and mark where they can see a defect using the 
computer mouse, as shown by the green crosses in Figure 6. The software analyses the 
results to give POD and false calls (POF).  Repeating this with different inspectors and 
defect distributions can give very useful reliability data. Importantly it is simple to include 
samples with no defects. 

This simulation method has proved a useful training aid, assisted optimising of 
inspection conditions (e..g. X-ray set up), is complementary to trials, and particularly helps 
understand human errors in interpretation of data.  Such simulation trials can be useful in 
advance of experimental trials to optimise the tests and help define the parameters that 
could be most usefully studied. 

Figure 6  Example ‘spot the flaw’ data from the HOIS ultrasonic corrosion mapping model 
[9], showing simulated data, indication of defects with the cursor, theoretical POD curves 
from model (top) and POD curve from simulated POD trial (bottom) 

8. Example 3 - Rail axle UT Simulator. Effect of geometric echoes on detection 

Ultrasonic axle testing (UAT) uses manual ultrasonic inspection (‘Near end’ and ‘Far end’ 
scans) in accordance with industry procedures. ‘Far end’ UT inspection is a longer range 
technique that inspects the length of the axle. Access for the UT probe is from the axle ends 
by removal of the bearing cover. The probe is applied manually to different circumferential 
positions on the axle end and the arising A-scans examined in real time on the flaw 
detector.  It is not normal to record the data. An example of the inspection environment and 
UAT testing is shown in Figure 7. 
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POD estimates are commonly used to determine the inspection frequency using 
probabilistic fracture mechanics (FM) or Monte Carlo methods. There are industry accepted 
POD curves (derived ‘post Rickerscote’) by Hawker at NNDTC based on expert 
judgement. 

Ultrasonic axle testing (UAT) has been used successfully for a number of years and 
avoided further axle failures. However, there are a number of issues with the method and 
scope for improvement in reliability. NDT technology has moved on and in other industries 
this type of manual UT method would not be seen as best practice. The reliability issues 
could be summarised as follows: 
• Maintaining coupling as the probe is scanned can be difficult 
• There  is no permanent record, so the inspection is reliant on the interpretation of the 

inspectors in real time 
• The UAT method involves complex hand to eye coordination  
• Crack detection is confused by geometric echoes, though these may assist location of 

defects. 
• Cracking is rare. Many inspectors have never found a cracked axle despite testing 

hundreds of axles ultrasonically annually. 
To help understand these issues an axle simulation model was developed by ESR 

Technology NNDTC.  This is described below. 

Figure 7  Manual ultrasonic inspection using far-end scan of railway axle 

8.1 Rail axle simulator development  

The particular aim of the model was to help understand the effect of geometric echoes on 
crack detectability for railway axles. Similar approaches could be applied to other complex 
geometry components such as turbine blades. 

The model has the following characteristics: 
• Allows POD curves to be generated for different axle types;  
• Simulator uses actual A-scan data (signal and noise); 
• Record digital A-Scans from axle;  
• Record signals from reference defects; 
• Correction for crack signals included; 
• Model generates series of A-Scans with defects superimposed at random locations in 

the axle; 
• Near-end and far-end scans; 
• The UAT simulator is run many times, to produce results for at least 200 simulated 

defects for each case; 
• Data is analysed using the ‘Spot-the flaw’ method (Section 7 above) putting the A-

scans in real time in front of inspectors. 
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• The MIL Standard Software is used to produce POD curves for the specific axle type 
using the hit-miss method; 

• Full windows based software.  
Digital A-Scans were recorded from different axle types, as shown in Figure 8. 

Signals were also recorded from reference defects. These were corrected to represent crack 
signals using empirical data.  Cracks are commonly more transparent to ultrasound than 
machined notches. 

Figure 8  Gathering of ‘Far end’ and ‘Near end’  A-scan data from railway axles for use in rail 
simulation model 

The simulator uses the actual A-scan data (Signal and noise) from axles on which 
defect signals of random size can be superimposed at random locations. This allows the 
POD to be assessed for new or different axle types simply by recording an A-scan and 
including it in the model.  

The model is run many times, to typically produce results for at least 200 simulated 
defects in each case. The curves are then assessed using the ‘spot the flaw’ hit/miss method 
described above with the inspector placing the cursor where he thinks a defect may be 
present. The arising data on POD is analysed using the MIL Standard 1823 software to 
produce POD curves for specific axle types. 

An example of the arising POD curves from these simulated trials is shown in 
Figure 9 for Near end scans.  The POD curves arising for motor and trailer axles were 
found to be in good agreement with the Hawker curve (‘BMH Curve’) used by the industry. 

Figure 9  Example of simulated POD trials using the ESR rail axle-simulator model for near-
end scan data showing the resulting POD curves for the motor and trailer axles compared 
with the established POD curve for near-end scanning used in the rail industry (‘BMH curve’) 
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 Figure 10 shows an example of the insight the simulation model allows through sensitivity 
studies. POD curves are shown for different aspect ratios and reflectivity of the defects. In 
this case the model POD curves are better than that assumed by the industry. 

Figure 10  POD Simulator – Far end Sensitivity Studies 

The model has allowed potential errors in interpretation of the ultrasonic data to be 
assessed as well as the effect of geometric signals and defect characteristics. This insight 
would be difficult to obtain by other methods. What the model does not fully allow for is 
the potential error that may arise from hand to eye coordination, for example due to loss of 
coupling, although this could potentially be included by utilising a wider range of recorded 
A-scans in the assessment or introducing ‘coupling errors’ into the simulated data. 

The model could form a very useful training aid for the industry, given that actual 
crack signals are rarely seen by inspectors, which makes it more likely that those signals 
could be missed. 

9. Example 4  - Manual NDT inspection of plate welds NIL data 

In the next example we look at the difference between manual and automated ultrasonic 
inspection of welds and the use of the NIL trial data by Lilley to infer the effect of human 
factors on POD [1]. 

It is commonly found that the POD values for manual NDT methods are much 
lower than would be expected (typically circa ~50%), particularly where the method 
involves hand-eye coordination. The worse reliability can be found in field situations (‘the 
site factor’ that we describe above in Section 2). Automated methods are typically found to 
give much better reliability compared to manual methods. 

Inspection reliability from the NIL trials [3] is shown in Figure 11 for manual and 
automated ultrasonic and radiographic inspections of welded plate of different thicknesses, 
using commercially available equipment, illustrating this effect. This data has been used by 
Lilley, ECNDT [1], to distinguish application parameters from human factors. As similar 
equipment was used (probes, flaw detectors) for manual to automated ultrasonic inspection, 
the difference must therefore be related to human factors (HF) and in this case gives a 
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reduction of 30-40% in POD. As with the PISC III data, utilised in Example 1, this data 
could be used to adjust model or experimental POD curves for human reliability where 
hand to eye coordination is involved. The conclusions on human factors by Lilley are 
discussed in more detail in Reference [1] and summarised below. 

Figure 11  Inspection reliability data for manual and automated ultrasonic inspection and 
radiography of steel plates using commercial ultrasonic systems from the NIL trials [3] 

The NIL study [3], involved the examination of 16 welds in plate material between 
6mm and 15mm thick containing 157 artificial, yet highly realistic flaws.  The flaw lengths 
were all equal and were larger than 10mm.  Flaw heights were generally between 1mm and 
4mm.  Welding was single V with a 55° prep’ angle with TIG root/cap and MMA fill.  
Flaw types were: 

• Lack of penetration; 
• Lack of penetration with high/low; 
• Lack of fusion (LOF) with various depth position;
• Slag inclusions at various depths, incl some complex slag LOF; 
• Gas inclusions, either at bottom or top of weld; 
• Cracks: crater and thermal cracks. 
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Altogether, the NIL study evaluated 11 different inspection techniques.  The report 
does not provide technical detail of all of the techniques or the procedures used, but the 
author was familiar with MicroPlus TOFD, MicroPlus Pulse-Echo (PE), Manual UT, X-
RT, �-RT & Bevel X-RT so these were discussed further.  It should be noted that the 
MicroPlus PE technique was simply a mechanised form of the Manual PE procedure. 

Microplus TOFD shows a reasonably consistent POD of between 75% and 95.5%, 
Microplus PE has around 85%, manual UT around 50%, standard radiographic techniques 
around 60% and Bevel radiography around 95%.  See Table 1 for details. 

Table 1 Detection rates (%) for some techniques evaluated during the NIL study ‘NDT of Thin 
Plate’ [3] 

Plate thickness (mm) Technique 
6+8mm 8+10mm 10+12mm 15mm Average

�+ TOFD 80.0 79.0 75.0 95.5 82%
�+ PE 82.0 84.0 82.0 86.4 84%
Manual PE 46.0 46.1 47.9 69.0 52%
X-RT 69.0 62.5 66.2 67.0 66%
�-RT 63.0 53.1 53.6 70.5 60%
Bevel RT 93.5 94.0 96.0 95.0 95%

Some interesting conclusions can be drawn from Table 1: 

• The difference between Manual PE & Mechanised PE is in excess of 30% and is 
entirely attributable to human factors (under trial conditions). 

• The difference between conventional RT & Bevel RT, also in excess of 30% is entirely 
attributable to unsuitably oriented planar flaws. 

The manual UT POD is very similar to the outcome of other studies and trials.  As 
discussed earlier, the ‘site effect’ can be expected to further adversely affect the POD of 
manual UT as carried out in the field.   

The mechanised PE detection rates are remarkably consistent and the scope for 
human error is much reduced.  The main variables are associated with sensitivity setting, 
initial calibration of the equipment and coupling conditions.  It should be possible to 
control all of these by procedure.  However, the 15% shortfall in detection in this case is 
most probably due to technical factors, i.e. some flaws, although technically rejectable to 
the construction code, do not exhibit suitable reflective characteristics to be rejectable 
ultrasonically.  No matter how many times the inspection is repeated, this type of flaw will 
remain undetected. 

10. Example 5 - Expert Panel approach 

It has been common to use expert judgement to identify suitable POD data to use in 
integrity assessments, based on available data from trials and models. This is a common 
approach in use of POD data in technical justifications or inspection planning. 

This benefits from a structured approach, with clear reasoning on the basis for the 
selection or modification of POD curves. Examples include the POD curves for axle 
inspection noted above, accepted within the rail industry, and POD curves for offshore 
tether leg platforms developed in the early 1990s by NNDTC. Similarly the HOIS 
Interactive knowledge base (IKB) on NDT [16] contains a number of indicative POD 
curves for different NDT techniques in Oil Industry application, based on experience and 
an expert panel assessment of best available data. 
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An expert panel can be used to take existing POD curves and, using expert 
elicitation, establish the effect of the application of the procedure in question on the shape 
and position of the existing POD curves.  This is clearly judgemental in nature, but 
techniques are available to help provide structure to the process, particularly in the field of 
human reliability performance assessment.   

Examples of factors that may influence reliability include the following: 
• Reflectivity (SCC v fatigue) 
• Surface geometry 
• Environment 
• Pressure 
• Access 
• Interpretation 
• Operator skill level 
• Hand to eye coordination 
• Familiarity 
• Diligence 
• Repetition 
• Third party observations 
• Supervision 
• Permanent record of data 

It is important that expert panels include participants who are personally 
experienced with all aspects of the working environment and also have a working 
knowledge of probabilistic methods.  There must also be an element of independence.  It is 
a mistake to have panels made up of highly qualified engineers who are lacking in field 
experience or to use inspectors too closely linked to the application.  

A suggested method for the determination of the effect of field conditions on POD 
curves is to form an expert panel, identify and review relevant POD trial data, and evaluate 
each of the contributors to inspection reliability individually.  What are the differences 
between the site situation and trial? How will these affect the slope and plateau of the POD 
data? This evaluation can be done qualitatively or made more quantitative based on 
experimental data, and benefits from sensitivity studies. 

Lilley [1] suggests the following approach. Select a POD curve generated from trial 
data using the closest POD curve to the conditions in hand as possible.  The trial-based 
POD curve is then broken down into the individual influential factors which collectively 
contribute to the data.  These influential factors are then compared to the factors present 
during the inspection under consideration.  A ranking and scoring system can then be 
applied to assess the effects on the curve of site variances compared to trial conditions.  
Additional factors may also be considered if relevant. 

Typical factors are as follows: 
a) Working environment 
b) Production pressures 
c) Access conditions 
d) Surface condition 
e) Component temperature 
f) Interpretative skills required (complexity) 
g) Operator skill level 
h) Hand to eye co-ordination 
i) Familiarity 
j) Diligence (supervision) 
k) Repetition, including coverage of large areas 
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 The above list is not exhaustive.  It will be found that some factors affect the 
ability to detect small flaws, and will hence influence the origin or slope of the lower 
regions of the curve, and others will affect the slope and/or the plateau of the curve.   

Figure 12 shows an example of such a spreadsheet analysis by Lilley [1] for 
ultrasonic inspection of a turbine blade for cracking in-situ at a maintenance facility, 
compared to the Nordtest trial data for manual ultrasonic inspection of steel plates [15]. A 
ranking has been applied by the panel to indicate the effect the factor is considered to have 
on the slope and upper level of the POD curve. In this case, the following ranking was 
used: slight effect (1), have an intermediate effect (2), significantly affect (3), or have no 
effect (0) on the resulting POD curve . A negative ranking indicates a detrimental effect, 
positive that it is beneficial to reliability.   

Figure 13 shows indicative POD curves for manual UT in trial and field conditions 
compared to automated UT inspection, derived using this method of analysis by Lilley [1]. 

  

Figure 12  Expert Panel  approach. Spreadsheet Example Steam turbine blade UT inspection 
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Figure 13  Indicative POD curves for automated UT inspection and manual ultrasonic 
inspection in trial and field conditions. Derived using expert panel approach. Lilley [1] 

More human and environmental factors are at play in the field compared to 
laboratory trials, therefore the plateau must be affected (Figure 13).The assessment 
indicated the ‘threshold’ defect level to be relatively unaffected. 

Other expert panel approaches have estimated the defect size corresponding to 
particular levels of POD (typically 50%, 75% and 90%) and fitted a POD curve through the 
data.  

The expert panel approach is a pragmatic approach but some caution is needed. It is 
a useful method to identify and rank factors that are pertinent to reliability. It is best applied 
where a sensitivity study is done on the reliability data. It is best if a quantitative method, 
such as the ‘transfer function’ approach [7][12] is used to adjust the POD data.  

11. Treatment of Repeat or Multiple Inspections  

Repeat or multiple inspections can be valuable to reduce the incidence of false calls and 
improve reliability.  Taking account of repeat inspections is often important in inspection 
planning, and can be particularly valuable in improving detectability of smaller defects in 
the ‘transition region’ of the POD curve. 

The benefit that accrues will depend on how independent the individual inspections 
are and how well suited the NDT method is to the defects in question. It is not correct to 
assume that an inspection process will be as good the second time it is used as on the first 
inspection. Nor is it correct to assume the 2nd inspection will have no benefit.  

In reliability theory for mechanical equipment and probabilistic fracture mechanics 
(FM) analysis it has been common for many years[17]  to use commonality factors � and 
reliability indices (β,γ etc.) to deal with processes that are repeated. Correlation methods 
are used to look at the independence of the processes. A process is assumed less reliable 
second time for systematic reasons. For mechanical equipment this factor is typically 10-
30%.  It is reasonable to assume that similar principles may apply for NDT inspection. 

For the first inspection the proportion of defects missed (N1) is given by (1-POD1)
which we term β1, as in equation (3), where POD1 is the POD for the first inspection. If we 
then assume that there will be some proportion α of the defects missed in the first 
inspection that would be missed the second and subsequent time for systematic reasons; 
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then the following equations can be applied to calculate the proportion of defects missed N
after the 1st (N1), second (N2) and subsequent inspections (Nn). The effective POD after n 
inspections is then given by (1-Nn).

                       % defects missed   ββββ = (1-POD) (3) 

1st inspection   N1 =  (1-POD1)                   (4) 

2nd inspection    N2 = (αααα +(1- α α α α)    ββββ 2)* ββββ 1   (5) 

nth inspection    Nn = (αααα +(1- α α α α)ββββ 2 ββββ 3…..    ββββ n )* ββββ 1   (6) 

Where POD1, POD1 and PODn are the probability of detection for the NDT method 
used in the respective inspections. 

11.1 Use of NIL Reliability Data 

It is possible to get an estimate of the commonality factor α from analysis of the 
NIL data in Example 4 above. Lilley [1] assumed that repeat inspection was only beneficial 
where reliability had been reduced due to human factors (HF), i.e. that loss of reliability 
from application related parameters (AP) is systematic. With this assumption, he used the 
NIL data to indicate the amount the POD should be reduced for repeat inspections. Lilley 
concluded the defects missed by automated UT represented systematic errors and the 
difference between the automated UT and manual UT POD values was due to human error 
(Section 9). With this assumption, a commonality factor α of the order of 30% is estimated; 
that is 30% of defects missed on the first inspection would also be missed on the second 
and subsequent inspections. Clearly human factors will also affect automated inspection to 
some extent, and repeat inspection may benefit application related parameters. 
Nevertheless, the analysis appears conservative and represents a reasonable approach to 
assess human factors for manual NDT methods. 

Figure 14 illustrates the effect of repeat inspection using the Nordtest U50 95% 
Confidence POD curve [15] for manual ultrasonic inspection, assuming a commonality 
factor � of 30%, and using the equations above. It can be seen that repeat inspection is 
beneficial to POD in this case across the whole POD curve, but particularly for smaller, 
near threshold defects in the transition region. 

Repeat Inspection Commonality Factor α =  30% 
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Figure 14     Effect of repeat inspection using Nordtest ultrasonic U50 POD curve using 
commonality factor αααα of 30%.  
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11.2 AGARD Multiple Inspection Studies  

NATO has undertaken round-robin trials and assessments on inspection reliability 
for Aerospace applications through AGARD. The AGARD Report 196 [18] notes in 
Section 5 that the purpose of repeated inspections is to increase the POD and refers to 
calculations for double inspection provided in a separate report [19].They attempted to 
combine the data from two inspections of the same or different techniques, magnetic 
particle inspection (MPI) and eddy current (ET). The resulting POD curves indicated 
improvements when the two procedures were different and some of the cracks missed by 
one inspection were picked up by the second one. However, in many cases the inspection 
which had the higher hit rate had picked up almost all the cracks that the second one 
detected and therefore the combined POD remained unchanged. 

Hence multiple inspection was found to be beneficial for POD, but not as much as 
had been anticipated.  This indicates that careful consideration is needed of the reliability 
and independence of the NDT techniques being deployed and their suitability for the 
relevant defects. 

There would be benefit on more standardised guidance on treatment of repeat or 
multiple inspections. 

12. Potential improvements to reduce human factor effects 

There is a widespread misperception of the reliability of manually applied NDT procedures.  
Equally, there is a tendency for trial data to be assumed to be representative of field 
conditions.  In general, routinely applied conventional, manual NDT procedures are far less 
effective than widely assumed [1-5].  Add to this the ‘site factor’ and it becomes evident 
that the performance of manual UT in particular is especially poor.  This could lead to the 
conclusion that risk-based methods are unsupportable, but in most cases control measures 
and technical modifications can be applied to a procedure in order to achieve the desired 
level of confidence in risk mitigation. 

Lilley [1] has examined potential improvements to improve reliability for ultrasonic 
inspection used in condition assessment of oil and gas plant. These encompassed increased 
use of automated and more specialised ultrasonic mapping techniques and a more 
structured assessment of the objectives and purpose of the inspection.  Factors considered 
included the following: 
• Risk assessment – objectives of inspection: 
• Technical – supplementary techniques? 
• Human factors – controls, automation? 

The process should commence with a definition of the flaw type(s), sizes and 
locations requiring detection, which should be addressed by a) technical aspects and b) 
reliability issues associated with their detection. A fitness for purpose approach following 
this philosophy is shown in Figure 15, below. 
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Figure 15   Improvement in scope of inspection. Fitness for service (FFS) based. Lilley [1] 

Improved methods of NDT for plate, weld and vessel inspection considered 
included: (i)  tighter controls over manual inspection, addressing in particular the factors 
listed earlier  in Section 10, and (ii) mechanisation of the inspection; as this by definition 
eliminates most of the human factor influences.  Mechanisation also provides hard copy 
evidence of coverage and coupling efficiency. 

Automated methods proposed included ultrasonic corrosion mapping and greyscale 
imaging (B-scan) using time of flight diffraction (TOFD) as illustrated in Figure 16 . More 
details on the recommendations and potential benefits to reliability can be found in 
Reference [1].  

Figure 16 shows a corrosion map of a pipeline (top left) which illustrates a Flow 
Assisted Corrosion (FAC) pattern and a localised, large pit (enlarged at top right). A TOFD 
scan across the pit (bottom) provides additional information. Firstly, the ligament 
measurement from the tip of the pit is correlated to the measurement taken from the 
corrosion map for confirmation purposes. Secondly, the TOFD data confirms that there are 
no sharp vertical components (cracks, sharp texture) which might not have been picked up 
by pulse-echo reflection. Thirdly, the TOFD back-wall echo on either side of the pit 
provides detail of the corrosion activity.  
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Medium resolution                                                                        High resolution 

Figure 16 Improved methods of ultrasonic inspection compared to manual ultrasonics. 
Automated corrosion mapping and greyscale imaging (B-scan) using time of flight 
diffraction (TOFD).Lilley [1] 

High resolution corrosion maps can also be exported directly into Finite Element 
Models to predict the stress distribution around the tips of individual pits for assessment by 
in-service codes such as the API 579 Level 3.  This process is illustrated in Figure 17. 

Figure 17   The coarse resolution corrosion map (left) is used to identify locations for high 
resolution scanning (top centre).  These are confirmed using TOFD (top right), and the hi-res 
map is exported to FEM (bottom). 
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13. Conclusions 

Methods are evolving to take understand and take account of human and application factors 
in estimating POD. 

These involve the use of human reliability data (PISC III, PANI), simulation models 
and expert judgement. 

It is not currently possible to model human reliability. Therefore it is necessary to 
use empirical data or data from simulations or models. 

This understanding is important to improve the reliability of inspection, since POD 
is often adversely affected by field issues. 

Improving NDT in the context of risk assessment requires a particular approach: 
• Objectives of inspection – What do we need to find?
• Scope – Where do we need to look, and how? 
• Sensitivity – What techniques? 
• Reliability – What level of control, automation and verification is required? 

By understanding the factors affecting reliability, particularly human and 
environmental factors, it is possible to improve the NDT procedures and methods used and 
the reliability. A structured approach is beneficial to evaluate these factors. 

There would be benefits in more guidance on the treatment of repeat and multiple 
inspections in reliability and integrity assessments, that properly considers the defects being 
detected and the independence of the NDT techniques. 
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• POD achieved in practice often much lower than would be 
expected (particularly for manual methods ~50%)

• Field conditions often different to conditions in trials
• POD models do not normally include human error, but are 

valuable in understanding application factors (AP)
• How do we take account of these human factors (HF) in using 

POD data from models or experiments?

• We need to understand the factors that can reduce POD to 
improve reliability

• Distinction hand-eye coordination and image based NDE 
methods

• Discussed in the context of the European-American POD model
R = f(IC,AP,HF)
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• It is not currently possible to model human reliability. 
Therefore it is necessary to use empirical data or data 
from simulations or models.

• The following approaches are considered in this paper:
– Use of human reliability data (PISC III, PANI etc.) Wall et al, 

ECNDT7
– Use of simulators, ‘spot the defect’, interpretation of data with 

geometric signals (rail axle UT)
– Use of NIL trial data    Lilley, ECNDT
– Expert panel approach

• Similar approaches may be applied to model or trial data 
(trial data may already include some human factors (HF)
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• Human reliability data from PISC III used to correct model POD 
curves (Wall and Wedgwood ECNDT7)

• Empirical rules developed
• Human error worse for small defects. 
• Can include effects of shift pattern and operator variability (PISC III) 
• Distinguish hand-to-eye coordination and interpretation of images     
• PODActual = PODIntrinsic * HF

HF factor of human error and environment
• Normalise by threshold or 50% POD 
• Consistent with European/US Model
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• Prior history of using simulators to understand human and 
environmental factors (PISC III)

• Models provide insight on application parameters (AP)
• Simulators provide insight on human errors (HF) in 

interpretation of data
• Particularly useful for image based NDE methods
• Useful to understand errors in distinguishing defects (for 

example from geometric echoes)
• Carry out trials bringing simulated data in front of 

inspectors (“Spot the defect”)
• Test interpretative skills
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• Model produces simulated data 
(examples ESA POD models, HOIS 
POD Generators UT, CR radiography))

• Can include random numbers, size and 
types of defects in the image

• Images presented to the inspector in 
real time as NDT data

• Inspector(s) assess data and mark 
where they can see a defect

• Software analyses the results to give 
POD and false calls (POF)

• Useful training aid, complementary to 
trials, helps understand human errors in 
interpretation of data

Burch S F and Stow B A BINDT 2005 
and Insight

Burch S F and Stow B A Insight Vol 50 
No 9 Sep 2008 p485-489
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• Ultrasonic axle testing uses 
manual UT inspection (Near-end 
and far-end scans)

• POD estimates used to 
determine inspection frequency

• Industry accepted curves (‘post 
Rickerscote’ based on expert 
judgement

• Many inspectors have never seen 
a crack

• Involves complex hand-eye-
coordination

• Crack detection confused by 
geometric echoes

• Model developed to understand the 
effect of geometric echoes and crack 
detectability for complex geometry 
components
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• Record Digital A-Scans from axle 
Simulator uses actual A-scan data 
(Signal and noise)

• Record signals from reference defects
• Correction for crack signals
• Model generates series of A-Scans 

with defects in random locations in 
axle.

• Run the UAT simulator many times, to 
produce results for at least 200 
simulated defects for each case.

• Analyse by  ‘Spot-the Ball’ hit-miss 
method . Use MIL Standard Software 
to produce POD curves for specific 
axle type.

• Full windows based software

To understand the effect of 
geometric echoes and crack 
detectability for complex 
geometry componets
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• Simulation model developed by ESR 
Technology

• Allows to generate POD curves for different 
axle types 

• Model can superimpose crack signals at 
different axle locations on the A-scan

• Simulator uses actual A-scan data (Signal and 
noise)

• Record Digital A-Scans from axle 
• Record signals from reference defects
• Correction for crack signals
• Model generates series of A-Scans with 

defects in random locations in axle.
• Near-end and far-end scans
• Run the UAT simulator many times, to 

produce results for at least 200 simulated 
defects for each case. 

• Analyse by  ‘Spot-the Ball’ hit-miss method 
. Use MIL Standard Software to produce 
POD curves for specific axle type.

• Full windows based software 
• Useful as a training aid

Defect 
signal Geometric echoes
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Axle Simulator POD results: Near end Scans
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Axle Simulator POD results: Far end Scans - sensitivity study
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• POD values typically much lower than would 
be expected (circa ~50%)

• Usually involves hand-eye coordination
• Automated methods typically found to give 

much better reliability (NIL Trials)
• Worse reliability can be found in field 

situations (‘the field factor’) 
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• Commercial equipment
• Automated methods typically 

found to give much better 
reliability (~80% in NIL Trials) 
compared to manual methods 
(typically~50%)

• Used to distinguish application 
parameters from human 
factors (Lilley, ECNDT)

• Similar equipment used 
(probes, flaw detectors) for 
manual to automated. 
Therefore difference related to 
human factors (HF).
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• Taking account of repeat inspections is often important in inspection 
planning

• Particularly valuable in the ‘transition region’ of the POD curve
• Probabilistic FM uses commonality factors �. A process is assumed less 

reliable 2nd time for systemic reasons
• Defects remaining = (1-POD1)*(1-POD2) etc.

• For the NIL data: assume that repeat inspection is only beneficial for 
reduction due to Human factors (HF). i.e. that Application Parameters are 
systemic.

• Then the NIL data can be used to indicate the amount the POD should be 
reduced for repeat inspections.

• AGARD work indicates the value of repeat inspections or (multiple 
inspection methods) to depend on the independence and reliability of the 
individual methods

• There would be benefit on more standardised guidance on treatment of 
repeat or multiple inspections
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• Common approach in use of POD data in technical 
justifications or inspection planning

• Benefits from a structured approach
• Identify relevant POD trial data
• Expert panel review differences between site situation and 

trial
• How will these affect the slope and plateau of the POD 

data (Spreadsheet assessment)
• Can be done qualitatively or made more quantitative 

based on experimental data.
• Benefits from sensitivity studies
• Lilley et all, ECNDT
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• Reflectivity 
(SCC v fatigue)

• Surface 
geometry

• Environment
• Pressure
• Access
• Interpretation
• Operator skill 

level
• Hand to eye 

coordination
• Familiarity
• Diligence
• Repetition
• Third party 

observations
• Supervision
• Permanent 

record of data
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• Detection threshold is unaffected
• More factors are at play in the field compared 

to laboratory trials, therefore plateau must be 
affected   (Lilley et al ECNDT     ndt.net)
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Risk assessment –
objectives of 
inspection:

• Technical –
supplementary 
techniques?

• Human factors –
controls, 
automation?
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• Methods are evolving to take understand and take account of human 
and application factors in estimating POD

• These involve the use of human reliability data (PISC III, PANI), 
simulation models and expert judgement

• It is not currently possible to model human reliability. Therefore it is 
necessary to use empirical data or data from simulations or models.

• This understanding is important to improve the reliability of inspection, 
since POD is often adversely affected by field issues

• Improving NDT in the context of risk assessment requires a particular 
approach:

– Objectives of inspection – What do we need to find?
– Scope – Where do we need to look, and how?
– Sensitivity – What techniques?
– Reliability – What level of control, automation and verification is required?
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